
Lecture 16: Forced Alignment, ASR

LING 1340/2340: Data Science for Linguists

Na-Rae Han



Objectives

 Forced alignment demo: Montreal Forced Aligner

 ASR demo: SpeechRecognition library

 ASR theory → Nope, next class
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Forced alignment
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 "Forced alignment": automatic 
synchronization of a sequence of 
phones with an audio file. 

 Purpose: speed up manual 
segmentation and annotation

 Rather than manually creating phonetic
transcription from scratch, correct 
output from forced aligner

 Makes life easier for linguists doing 
speech-focused research! 

"… for her brother 
Bob  We also need 

a small plastic 
snake and a big 
toy frog for the 

kids …"



Forced alignment
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 You have: a speech file (.wav), a transcript file (.txt) →

 You want: 



Sound wave, words, phones
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 What additional linguistic information 
is needed? 

 Pronunciation dictionary

 Phonemic representations for "brother", 
"we", "also"…

 More broadly: orthography → phone 
mapping (G2P, "grapheme-to-phoneme")

 Acoustic model

 How phonemic representation relates to 
sound wave

"… for her brother 
Bob  We also need 

a small plastic 
snake and a big 
toy frog for the 

kids …"



Demo: Montreal Forced Aligner
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 Home page: 

 https://montreal-forced-aligner.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

 GitHub project page:

 https://github.com/MontrealCorpusTools/Montreal-Forced-Aligner

 Builds on popular/standard libraries:

 Kaldi ASR toolkit

 [home] [GitHub repo]

 which builds on OpenFST

 [home] 

https://montreal-forced-aligner.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://github.com/MontrealCorpusTools/Montreal-Forced-Aligner
https://kaldi-asr.org/doc/about.html
https://github.com/kaldi-asr/kaldi
http://www.openfst.org/twiki/bin/view/FST/WebHome


Steps (latest MFA version 2.0)
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 Install Kaldi, MFA
 Windows users: For ver 2.0, you need WSL (Windows Subsystem for Linux, essentially Linux on 

Windows!) to use full G2P functionality. Alternatively: install older ver 1.0.1 available here, which 
is Windows-native. 

 Prepare data to align
 Speech files  (WAV format, single-channel)
 Transcript files (.lab or .txt format; no punctuation)

 Download language models (pre-trained, MFA offers many)
 A pronunciation dictionary for the language

 If not available: produce one by running language-specific G2P (grapheme-to-phoneme) on your 
transcript files

 An acoustic model for the language

 Run: 
 mfa align <input-dir> <pron-dict> <acoustic-model> <output-dir>

 New TextGrid files in the output dir! Examine.   

We'll use TIMIT data for demo 
(pretend it came with audio files 

and .TXT transcripts only)

https://montreal-forced-aligner.readthedocs.io/en/latest/installation.html
https://github.com/MontrealCorpusTools/Montreal-Forced-Aligner/releases/tag/v1.0.1
https://mfa-models.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html


Cleaning transcript files
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Initial digits and 
punctuation need to go

Perl + regular expressions 
to clean up
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Use bash for-loop to 
create cleaned-up version 

of all .TXT files

.WAV and .TXT files are 
now ready…



Download language models
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 MFA's pre-trained models:

 https://montreal-forced-
aligner.readthedocs.io/en/late
st/pretrained_models.html

CMU pronouncing 
dictionary

https://montreal-forced-aligner.readthedocs.io/en/latest/pretrained_models.html
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MFA is installed on WSL, 
need to bring out 
Ubuntu console

SUCCESS! 
New crop of TextGrid files
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Inspect the result in 
PRAAT. 

How did MFA do? 
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Compare with
TIMIT's original SA1.PHN 

segmentation
This was 

human-annotated! 



But, what if we don't have a transcript?
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 Suppose all we have is audio files…

 Hire people to manually transcribe

 … Or, go for ASR (automatic speech 
recognition)

 Forced alignment is based on ASR.

"… for her brother 
Bob  We also need 

a small plastic 
snake and a big 
toy frog for the 

kids …"

✘

✘



ARS demo
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 With SpeechRecognition library

 In Jupyter Notebook! 



Spoken language + Python
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 Praat in Python

 Libraries: Praat-textgrids, Parselmouth

 SpeechRecognition library

 https://github.com/Uberi/speech_recognition

 Speech recognition module for Python, supporting several engines and APIs, online and 
offline.

 DataCamp course: Spoken Language Processing in Python

 https://learn.datacamp.com/courses/spoken-language-processing-in-python

 Libraries covered: wave, SpeechRecognition, PyDub

DataCamp subscription 
until Jul 10!

https://github.com/Uberi/speech_recognition
https://learn.datacamp.com/courses/spoken-language-processing-in-python


Wrapping up
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 Next class:

 ELAN demo by Lindsey

 Project presentation: Misha

 Intro to ASR

 Final project submission:

 May 1 (Sun) 6pm

 If using 2-day late pass, email and LET ME KNOW before SUNDAY!  (Final grade is due on
Wed)


